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2.1 The development
The consultation exercise and the detailed assessment work undertaken by the
Council have together been used to generate an illustrative masterplan for the
Framework area (Figure 2.1).  The plan establishes a structure for the development in
terms of the built form and the arrangement of streets, spaces and places. It also
shows how the proposals will relate to and integrate with the existing area.

The Framework provides for approximately 650,000sqm of mixed-use development,
arranged around an integrated network of pedestrian orientated streets and spaces,
served by a high quality new public transport ‘hub’.

More specifically it provides for:

NEW BUILDINGS/ FACILITIES

• A minimum of 4,200 mixed tenure new homes to be provided in the core area of
opportunity and the wider regeneration area.

• Up to 1,100 new homes to replace the existing Heygate Estate (in the wider
regeneration area).

• New shops, restaurants, cafes, leisure, hotel and cultural uses focused around a
new and extended Walworth ‘High Street’, a Market Square and a Town Park.

• New commercial employment floorspace (office, workshops, live work).

• A comprehensive range of social, education, health and leisure facilities to serve
the needs of the existing and new populations, including:

- A new secondary school (City Academy).

- A healthy living and leisure centre.

- A new library/ life long learning centre.

• An Energy Centre to provide energy services.

• An energy advice centre to act as a focal point for the distribution of energy
advice to local residents and businesses and to serve as an exemplar for the
commercial application of new and emerging renewable energy technologies.

NEW/ IMPROVED PUBLIC SPACES

• A new Civic Square at the heart of the development.

• A new High Street extension to Walworth Road.

• A new Market Square.

• A new Town Park.

• A new Square on the Walworth Road - Faraday Square.

• Upgrading of St. Mary’ Churchyard.

• Upgrading of existing spaces and provision of new play facilities within the
defined regeneration clusters in the wider regeneration area.

• New signage, street furniture, lighting and public art.

IMPROVEMENTS TO TRANSPORT

• A new Northern Line Station.

• Improved access to the Bakerloo Line Station and improved concourse facilities.

• An improved rail station and better pedestrian access.

• Accommodation of the Cross river transit & City Trams.

• New buses and improved bus waiting facilities.

• Improved interchange between public transport modes.

• A realigned road network designed to give priority to pedestrians, public
transport and cyclists.

• Taxi waiting facilities.

• Below ground servicing for new buildings.

• A minimal amount of off street car parking to serve the operational needs of the
development.

• On street and off street cycle parking.

• A Mobility Centre.

In addition to the above developers will provide affordable housing in line with the
requirements of the Framework and training and skills initiatives for local people to
access the new jobs that will be created. 

figure 2.1 : the illustrative masterplan of the proposed Elephant & Castle.
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Masterplan to be updated
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figure 2.2 :  illustrative aerial view of the proposed Elephant & Castle Town Centre
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2.2  Character areas
The proposals for the core area of opportunity may be divided into a series of
character areas, each of which will possess its own particular function, ambience
and scale:

• Character area 1: Walworth High Street extension (north & south)

• Character area 2: The Civic Square

• Character area 3: The railway arches & Market Square

• Character area 4: The Town Park

• Character area 5: Heygate Boulevard

• Character area 6: St Mary’s Churchyard 

The anticipated qualities of each of these character areas are set out below.
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figure 2.3 : the character areas
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Walworth road – High Street Extension.

The Walworth Road together with the community it serves is today severed from the
heart of the Elephant and Castle. From Heygate Street northwards inactive and
missing frontages put a stop to pedestrian movement. This together with the
barriers formed by the railway viaduct and the Elephant and Castle shopping centre
fail to draw people northwards. 

The proposed linear extension of the Walworth Road forming a continuous High
Street through to what is today the northern roundabout will provide a focus for
new town centre activity. It is intended that this street will become the focus for
the area providing a direct connection between the existing Walworth Road and the
historic heart of the Elephant and Castle. 

Walworth High Street (North).

This will become the heart of the new Elephant and Castle Town centre. A high rise,
high-density development focused on the Walworth High Street. Located to the
north of the railway viaduct the High Street in this area will be pedestrianised
forming a unique and safe people focused environment. The high street will be
similar in scale to that of Regents Street and will be animated by shops and leisure
facilities. The traffic free environment will encourage the functions at the edges to
spill out increasing the volume and diversity of street usage. This street will
accommodate retail pavilions, cafes, seating areas and temporary markets together
with areas for exhibiting art and space dedicated for street entertainers. This
together with the introduction of trees and subtle landscaping will help bridge the
gap between the two edges. 

New modern and innovative buildings will form edges to the high street. These
buildings will have a high degree of transparency at ground floor level reducing the
barriers between internal and external space. Above distinctive, contrasting and
architecturally rich facades will enliven the street scene and give a strong sense of
place. 

Two landmark tall buildings will form the beginnings of what is to be the focus of a
cluster of high rise development. The two buildings will straddle the High Street
reinforcing the importance of the Walworth Road as well as signalling the Elephant
and Castle on the London skyline. They will be the tallest buildings in the area and
will accommodate new housing that will enjoy some of the most dramatic views of
London.

The two landmark and streamlined buildings push through a lightweight glazed roof
structure, which covers and connects the two sides of the High Street. The roof will
provide protection from any adverse wind effects and will also create a dramatic
cover to the street space.

Walworth High Street (Middle).

Moving south through the open railway viaduct the vehicle free pedestrian space
ends and the High Street widens to accommodate the new trams and the various
bus routes that run through the area. The car is still not welcome at this point being
diverted off the Walworth Road at Heygate Street. 

This part of the High Street will act as an area of transition mediating between the
large scale town centre development to the north of the railway viaduct and the
smaller scale Walworth Road buildings currently to the south of Heygate Street. The
scale and density of the building plots will reduce as one moves south. A continuous
and active street frontage will draw people through and fill what is currently a gap
along the street edge. The new buildings will at ground and first floor house new
shops, cafes, restaurants and leisure facilities with residential and commercial use
above. It is envisaged that the buildings will also provide the opportunity to
accommodate existing businesses that will need to be relocated as a result of the
removal of the existing Elephant and Castle shopping centre. 

Walworth High Street (South).

From Heygate Street southwards the Walworth Road remains a fully accessible
vehicular street. The Town Hall to the east will be converted to a new museum
referred to as "The Discovery Centre" which will focus on science and education. To
the north of the new museum a new space to be known as "Faraday Square" will
provide an area for public gathering. Around the square there will be a new Healthy
Living Centre, new shops, cafes and the Faraday Museum, all of which will open
onto and animate the space. The Faraday Memorial which currently occupies a part
of the northern roundabout may be moved into "Faraday Square" making a direct
connection with the new "Faraday Museum". The "Faraday Square" will mark the
transition between the existing Walworth Road and the High Street extension to the
north and therefore will act as an important gateway into the new development
area. 

The railway viaduct forms the western boundary to the new and existing High
Street. It is envisaged that the existing railway arches and the buildings facing the
railway will become a focus for new commercial activity comprising offices,
workshops and live work accommodation.

New and improved east / west pedestrian priority links will provide access from the
existing residential areas situated either side of the Walworth Road.

1
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figure 2.4 : illustrative sketch of Walworth High Street



The Civic Square.

This new civic space will be located at the historic heart of the Elephant and Castle
at the point currently occupied by the heavily trafficked northern roundabout. All
major radial routes passing into and through the area will converge on this space. It
will also be the focus for the public transport system where bus, train and
underground systems meet. It will be the most prominent point of arrival and
departure where visitors will be given their first and last impression of the area. 

The Framework will allow for the reorganisation and reorientation of the existing
road network which in turn will allow for the creation of a significant new space at
the termination of the new and extended Walworth Road.

Due to its scale and location the new Civic Square will not only be a new square for
the Elephant and Castle but also a new square for London. The buildings
surrounding the square will form a space similar in size to that of Trafalgar Square
and therefore in scale with grand world city space. Its treatment will reflect its
status and role as a major new public transport hub. It will be an open space with a
strong circular geometry defined by trees, which will help to reinforce the square as
a point of convergence and strengthen its identity. Structures will be limited within
the square itself with an emphasis on openness, transparency and connection. 

The Civic Square will act as a collector for tall buildings. It is around this space that
future tall structure will be encouraged. The two tall residential towers to the south
of the Civic Square will help to reinforce its significance and add to the primacy of
the place. 

The existing pedestrian underpasses will be removed and replaced with a series of
new surface crossing points that will allow pedestrians to pass from the surrounding
areas into the new space at grade, thus increasing the accessibility to and
integration of the space into the surrounding areas.

The existing tube stations will be upgraded and modified allowing passengers to
access both the Northern and Bakerloo Lines from the Civic Square. In addition a
new tram stop will be provided on the western side of the new space. 
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figure 2.5 : illustrative sketch of the Civic Square
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The Railway Viaduct and the Market Square. 

The Railway Viaduct.

The railway viaduct is the most significant barrier running through the middle of
the core area of opportunity. It runs north / south separating the east side from the
west with ten metre high brick wall. Access to the elevated station platforms and
the quality of the station environment is very poor and needs to be completely
redesigned. Like the Elephant and Castle Road and shopping centre to the west the
railway viaduct needs to be breached for the regeneration of the area to succeed. 

The demolition of the existing station building and brick infill walls to the viaduct
arches will dramatically improve the station environment and establish strong east /
west permeability. Some of the arches may be used for commercial opportunities
such as shops or cafes. Platform access via lifts and escalators will bring passengers
directly from ground floor level up into a new glazed station concourse, which will
have dramatic views north to St. Paul’s Cathedral. The new roof will link into the
roof over the Walworth High Street to the east and will connect with the new
Market Square to the west. 

The Market Square.

Having opened the arches to the railway viaduct and removed them as a barrier the
new Market Square will act as a destination to the east drawing people through into
a new and unique space. The railway provides animation to one edge of the square
both at high level with a steady flow of trains and at low level with people moving
through the arches between the Walworth High Street and the new square. 

The Market Square will have two character areas. The central part of the square will
provide space to accommodate an open market during the day and can be used for
public gatherings to view cinema and theatre in the evening. The edges will
accommodate restaurants, cafes and speciality shops and will have a high degree of
transparency and permeability. The edges will become blurred with internal uses
being allowed to spill out into the square adding to the level of animation. The
character of the area will possess qualities similar to that of Covent Garden and
Borough Market and will provide a contrast to that of the main High Street
shopping area. The Market Square will act as the meeting place for all within the
Town Centre.

Above the restaurants and shops to three sides of the Market Square there will be
residential space. The new homes will help animate the square with balconies and
courtyard spaces. The blocks will be of a height sufficient to provide enclosure to
the square whilst still allowing the sun to penetrate the space. The scale will be
smaller and more intimate than that of the more grand city scale development
comprising the northern end of the Walworth High Street. 

Streets and lanes will feed into the square encouraging movement and integration
of the square into the surrounding areas. The Market Square therefore does not only
become a destination but also a place on a route to somewhere else. This will
increase the variety, diversity and richness of the area.

figure 2.6 : illustrative sketch of the railway station concourse
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figure 2.7 : illustrative sketch of the market square
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The Town Park.

Moving further east beyond the Market Square the environment will become quieter
and less public. On the site of the current Heygate Estate a new Town Park will
become the focus to a new residential quarter. A publicly accessible contemporary
green space contrasts with the harder character of the Market Square and Walworth
High Street. This contrast adds to the diversity of urban spaces created within the
development area. 

The space is formed in the long established London tradition of green spaces
surrounded by housing. The relationship between the park and the buildings that
surround it is perhaps a little different though. Rather than a hard straight edge
distinguishing clearly the boundary between park and structure, the edges have
been blurred reflecting the philosophy set out for the High Street and Market
Square. Fingers of green space form private landscaped courtyards between "U"
shaped building blocks bringing the park right into the development plots. By the
same token pavilions have broken away from the building plots and have been set
into the parkland in order to reinforce the notion of blurred and more organic
edges. They provide retail and café opportunities and access to potential uses
including car parking, leisure/ sports facilities located  below the park. 

A one way road for the exclusive use of residents helps to further animate the Town
Park. The road will provide access to basement car parking areas and will provide
street side parking for disabled, car club users, loading and motorcycles.. Vehicular
traffic has the advantage of adding a further layer of movement to a space, which
might otherwise become inactive during certain times of the day. This will also give
added benefits for security. 

The buildings surrounding the park are stepped in an east / west direction from a
high point adjacent to the Market Square down to a low point at Rodney Road. In
addition the buildings rise in a north / south direction from a low point next to the
park up to a high point along the New Kent Road and Heygate Street edges.
Terraces are produced with landscaped gardens, which are accessed from the
individual homes. The stepping delivers environmental benefit including a greater
level of sunlight penetration into the park and surrounding buildings. 

4
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figure 2.8 : illustrative sketch of the Town Park
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Heygate Boulevard.

Heygate Street will be remodelled to provide a dramatic tree lined street, which will
incorporate cars, buses, cycle tracks, generous pavements and space for the new CRT
tram. Cars will be managed so that they do not dominate the streetscape. This will
help empower public transport modes to serve the community better. Pedestrians
and cycle users will also be given priority in order that they can be encouraged. 

The 40-metre wide boulevard will allow for the buses and trams to run within their
own public transport only zone located in the centre of the street. Along key desire
lines new, wide and direct pedestrian crossings will allow safe and convenient
movement across the street. The pavement zone will accommodate a segregated
cycle track. The pavement to the north will be wider than the one to the south
reflecting its south facing aspect. This will also allow space for cafes and shops to
pour out into the street, adding to the animation and activity of the street scene. 

As Heygate Street will become a wider and more generous street it will demand
strong edges characterised by strong urban architecture. Building heights between 6
and 8 storeys will provide an appropriate scale against the width of the boulevard.
Active frontages at ground floor will house shops, cafes, offices, service businesses
such as estate agents, public amenities such as a library as well as dentists and
doctors surgery. These will be located along the northern edge of Heygate Street.
The southern edge will also have mixed uses but will additionally incorporate
housing at ground floor. Upper levels to both sides of Heygate Street are to be for
residential use with roof gardens behind in sloping terraces. 

5
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figure 2.9 :  illustrative sketch of Heygate Street
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St. Mary’s Churchyard.

A historically significant space, which as its name suggests was once the burial
ground for St. Mary’s Church. The church has gone but the graves still exist within a
mounded and grass covered space dominated by mature and semi mature trees. The
churchyard is one of two green spaces within the Development Framework area-the
Town Park to the east being the other. It is different in character to the Town Park
being more informal and less structured. 

The space is enclosed to the south by The London Park Hotel and to the north by the
council owned leisure centre. Both buildings have seen better days and will be
earmarked for demolition within the Development Framework. The third edge is
open against Newington Butts giving the space great transparency from the road. 

The site of the London Park Hotel has a challenging context. Its relationship to the
churchyard will encourage the development of a significance building, which would
act as a backdrop to the space. To the south the site must deal with small-scale
housing and respect the context of low-rise living. Balancing the two sides will
determine the scale of the new development. An active ground floor with shops and
cafes will give animation to the south side of the churchyard. Above this there will
be residential use. The site will mark the transition between the existing
development and the new development within the core.

To the north the leisure centre site is earmarked for a new City Academy school. It
will serve the existing and new population of the Elephant and Castle and illustrates
the Council’s commitment to improving the standards of education for children
within the Development Framework area. The current leisure facility will move to a
site adjacent to the new Faraday Square on the Walworth Road.

In parallel with redevelopment of these two sites the potential exists to significantly
improve the quality of the park and its animation through the introduction of new
uses and activities. In addition the potential exists to create a strong east/ west
green link between St. Mary’s churchyard and the proposed Town Park.

The above descriptions and supporting illustrations present the overall vision that
is anticipated for the various parts of the Elephant & Castle’s regeneration.

It is anticipated that development of this scale and complexity will be delivered
by a number of different developers and their architects over a period of some
10-15 years.

For these reasons the Council considers that it is essential that there is an overall
strategy to guide future development towards an overall coherent structure and
to manage environmental quality over time.

The next sections provide this guidance. Sections 3 to 7 comprise the
Development Framework for the core area of opportunity, as identified within the
London Plan and the Southwark Plan. As already stated it comprises a set of
Development Framework Plans (DFPs), supported by written guidelines, which
together establish the strategic requirements for the overall development
concept/ vision.

These plans and associated guidelines are based on the principles established by
the Southwark Plan, as noted in section one above. They set the basic structure
for the area, whilst at the same time encouraging and allowing for individual
design expression.
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figure 2.10 : illustrative sketch of St. Mary’s Churchyard overlooked by the new school building




